
What about the Corona virus and the 2020 trip to Italy, Greece, & Turkey.

Dear Summer Trippers,
It’s my desire to be pro-active in touching base with you about the summer trip and any possible 
modifications that may need to be made for the trip.

The primary focus of this email is in regards to the affects the Corona virus may have on our trip.
You may be aware that Italy is currently experiencing an outbreak and the US State Dept has 
recommended NOT to go this month if the travel is non-essential.  Neither Greece or Turkey are 
experiencing any significant Corona virus outbreaks at present.

The State Department has NOT projected their Italy Travel Warning to apply to April or May.  It is a 
possibility, but still an unknown at present.  As we are still about 3 months out from the trip, we have 
time to make changes if necessary.

Because of the current situation and the natural concern we all have regarding the Corona virus, I am 
scheduling a live conference call to address the concerns and the possible changes we may need to 
make regarding the trip.  The conference call will be. Tuesday, March 10, at 8pm.  

To clarify the current situation and our response as of today, Tuesday, March 3:

1. The trip is NOT cancelled at present.
2. Should the Corona virus subside and the US State Dept gives us the “all clear”, the trip will 
proceed as planned.
3. In the upcoming phone conference call, I will discuss other options we may implement should the 
Corona virus outbreak worsen.
4. I am purposely waiting to have the conference call until next Tuesday because Italy will have 
metrics at that point on the effectiveness of the extensive steps they have taken to contain the spread 
of the corona virus.
5. We are still about three months away from the trip dates and things can improve significantly in 
that time. 

Greg Ford


